
 
PRIVACY POLICY 
 

This Privacy Policy oversees the way in which Brown Skin Women gathers, uses, keeps up and uncovers data 

gathered from clients (every, a "Client") of the www.brownskinwomen.com ("Site"). This protection strategy 

applies to the Site and all items and administrations offered by Brown Skin Women.  

 

INDIVIDUAL ID DATA 
 

We may gather individual ID data from Users in a mixture of ways, including, however not restricted to, when Users 

visit our site, round out a structure and regarding different exercises, administrations, peculiarities or assets we make 

accessible on our Site. Clients may be requested, as fitting, name, email address,  

 

Clients might, notwithstanding, visit our Site namelessly.  

 

We will gather individual recognizable proof data from Users just in the event that they willfully submit such data to 

us. Clients can simply decline to supply by and by ID data, aside from that it may keep them from participating in 

certain Site related exercises.  

 

NON-INDIVIDUAL RECOGNIZABLE PROOF DATA 
 

We may gather non-individual recognizable proof data about Users at whatever point they connect with our Site. 

Non-individual ID data may incorporate the program name, the kind of machine and specialized data about Users 

method for association with our Site, for example, the working framework and the Internet administration suppliers 

used and other comparative data.  

 

WEB BROWSER COOKIES 
 

Our Site may utilize "cookies" to improve User experience. Client's web program places cookies on their hard drive 

for record-keeping purposes and frequently to track data about them. Client may decide to set their web program to 

reject cookies, or to alarm you when cookies are consistently sent. On the off chance that they do along these lines, 

note that a few parts of the Site may not work appropriately.  

 

HOW WE USE GATHERED DATA 
 

Brown Skin Women gathers and uses Users individual data for the accompanying purposes:  

 

1.     To enhance client administration: Information you give helps us react to your client administration demands 

and help needs all the more effectively.  

 

2.     To customize client experience: We may utilize data as a part of the total to see how our Users as a gathering 

utilize the administrations and assets gave on our Site.  

 

3.     To enhance our Site: We may utilize criticism you give to enhance our items and administrations.  

 

4.     To process installments: We may utilize the data Users give about themselves when putting in a request just 

to give administration to that request. We don't impart this data to outside gatherings but to the degree important to 

give the administration.  

 

5.     To run an advancement, challenge, study or other Site gimmick: To send Users data they consented to get 

about points we think will be of enthusiasm to them.  
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to send occasional messages: We may utilize the email location to send User data and upgrades relating to their 

request. It might likewise be utilized to react to their request, questions, and/or different appeals. On the off chance 

that User chooses to pick into our mailing rundown, they will get messages that may incorporate organization news, 

upgrades, related item or administration data, and so forth. On the off chance that whenever the User might want to 

unsubscribe from accepting future messages, we incorporate itemized unsubscribe directions at the base of each one 

email or User may reach us by means of our Site.  

 

HOW WE PROTECT YOUR DATA 
 

We receive fitting information accumulation, stockpiling and handling practices and efforts to establish safety to 

ensure against unapproved access, adjustment, exposure or obliteration of your individual data, username, secret 

key, exchange data and information put away on our Site.  

 

THIRD-PARTY WEBSITES 
 

Clients may discover publicizing or other content on our Site that connection to the destinations and administrations 

of our accomplices, suppliers, sponsors, supports, licensors and other outsiders. We don't control the content or 

connections that show up on these destinations and are not in charge of the practices utilized by sites connected to or 

from our Site. Furthermore, these destinations or administrations, including their content and connections, may be 

continually evolving. These destinations and administrations may have their own security arrangements and client 

administration approaches. Skimming and collaboration on whatever other site, including sites which have a 

connection to our Site, is liable to that site's own terms and arrangements.  

 

ADVERTISING 
 

Promotions showing up on our site may be conveyed to Users by promoting accomplices, who may set treats. These 

treats permit the advertisement server to perceive your machine each one time they send you an online ad to 

aggregate non individual distinguishing proof data about you or other people who utilize your machine. This data 

permits notice systems to, besides everything else, convey focused on commercials that they accept will be of most 

enthusiasm to you. This security strategy does not cover the utilization of treats by any publicists.  

 

COMPLIANCE WITH CHILDREN'S ONLINE PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT 
 

Securing the protection of the exceptionally adolescent is particularly critical. Therefore, we never gather or keep up 

data at our Site from those we really know are under 13, and no piece of our site is organized to pull in anybody 

under 13. 

 

CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY 
 

Brown Skin Women has the prudence to overhaul this security arrangement whenever. When we do, post a warning 

on the fundamental page of our Site, re-examine the upgraded date at the base of this page. We urge Users to as 

often as possible check this page for any progressions to stay educated about how we are serving to ensure the 

individual data we gather. You recognize and concur that it is your obligation to audit this protection strategy 

occasionally and get to be mindful of changes.  

 

YOUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THESE TERMS  
 

By utilizing this Site, you imply your acknowledgement of this strategy and terms of administration. In the event 

that you don't consent to this approach, kindly don't utilize our Site. Your proceeded with utilization of the Site 



 
emulating the presenting of changes on this arrangement will be regarded your acknowledgement of those 

progressions.  

 

REACHING US 
 

On the off chance that you have any inquiries regarding these Terms, please contact us at our website or by emailing 

us or calling us at info@brownskinwomen.com; 1-860-255-4743. 
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